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ONE BANANA,
TWO BANANAS, THREE
BANANAS, FLOOR
COMPANY RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS AWARD FOR ITS NOVEL
ECOLOGICAL APPROACH TO MAKING FURNITURE

Y

ou’ve heard of how your recycled tin can become
a car. But how about your banana becoming a
bedroom floor? Yes, that’s the unique and winning
idea from Beleaf who have received a “Best
Innovative Material Award” from interzum 2011 for
their novel but thoroughly ecological approach to making
furniture.
Welcoming the interzum accolade, Managing Director, Marco
Cassin, told Interzum World magazine: “Not many people know
that every growth of banana tree – technically known as a
‘follower’ – produces only one banana bunch during its life.

“In fact,” Marco revealed, “once the bunch is harvested it
must be cut and left to rot in order to allow the next growth to
mature and produce another bunch within the next six months.”
Marco explained that during this rotting procedure, a lot of
CO2-e is released in the air in the form of methane gas, making
it a major pollutant.
Beleaf, short for Biological Engineer Leaf, came from the
winning idea of turning this problem into an opportunity. How?
By producing panels and veneer from the banana waste, it
offered a new possibility to build furniture in an ecological way.
So what makes Beleaf so environmentally friendly? First it

decreases CO2 emissions. It also utilizes a by-product from
another industry and no extra land is required to supply the
raw material.
“Consumers have an option to positively help the
environment just by using the product,” said Marco. “No
chemical glues are needed to produce panels, since banana
fibres have a natural resin on their own. The production is
done in the same place where bananas are grown and it is
naturally water repellent, without adding chemicals.
“Very little energy is required to complete the conversion
process,” added Marco, “and it has the advantage over
traditional woods as it opens new world of colours and
designs and has flexibility to suit any need of size and
shape.”
The first applications of Beleaf veneer and panels have
been used to make furniture, dashboards, parquet floorings,
lamps and loudspeakers and its areas of use include:
 Furniture  Cars  Boats  Flooring  Design n
Accessories  Panelling
The Company was only established in January 2011, to
represent the ecological face of its mother company S.A.M.
Toutbois (www.toutbois.mc). In fact, after 60 years of
specialized work into high quality veneer and wood
products, three years ago S.A.M. Toutbois spotted a new
world of sustainable, recyclable and ecological products in
this field.
It was the brainchild of Marco’s father Mario, and the
father and son founders of the mother company that is set
to celebrate a century and can now boast four generations
of the family working in the industry since 1916.
S.A.M. Beleaf is the natural development of this trend. It’s
a name, and a brand that stands for “Biological, Engineered
leaves”, has already been registered in 37 countries
throughout the world. Following the same path that led
S.A.M. Toutbois to become a leading company in wood and
veneer industry.
“We certainly believe that the company has a bright future
providing ecological and sustainable solutions to all the
needs of different manufacturing industries,” predicted
Marco, “including boats, cars, panels, flooring, furniture and
design where today they are using wood veneers and
panels.”
It also attracted support green campaigners WWF and the
Prince Albert II Foundation of Monaco and can now boast a
“Best of the best” award from the world’s largest furniture
component fair. 
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For more information about its
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